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Clashes between the AFU and Russian forces continue in Rubizhne;
Clashes between the AFU and Russian forces continue in Shandryholove;
Russian forces took control of the southern hills of Azovstal plant;
Russian forces took control of the village of Nizhne;
Russian forces took control of the town of Popasnaya.

 

True, but don t worry. Some days ago, I have read somewhere that some senators in the US and even
lots of bishops and clergy folks in the USA are now advising the government to nail the russians once
and for all. The idea is to simple make a programm, which is like in the wild west old movie “The Glory
Seven (with Jul Brunner)”.
The US has the largest amount of humans in prison in the whole world already (in regard to the US
overall population). Around 2.3 mio people are imprisoned there. Costing money every day.

Lots of them are well known to brutal violence and have even weapons-knowledge. The american
people do not want to be dragged into a new war, but they will have nothing against cleaning the
prisons, and giving those who commited horrific crimes a second chance to now do something good for
society and national security, instead of costing them money. The clergymen are supporting this “giving
a second chance” stance. Lots of senators do too. And also Hillary Clinton is said to support this idea.

Anyway, it is very easy for the US to arrange with Blackwater and
and US military advisers and secret US military facilities in Poland and elsewhere some training
grounds for these men.
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There can be easily recruited between 85.000 – 450.000 men and women from the US prison system,
ready to go to Ukraine and fight the invading russians. And it will not cost, but even save the US
government money.

Look. Lets say there is a person on death row, because of having killed 3 people in a shoot out, or
killed his wife and her lover + family. The guy is there for 5 years already. Is 28years old and waiting
for his execution. Now comes a US special agent, asking him if he would want to have his verdict
cancelled. Only thing to do is to therefore subscribe and sign a deal, that he is going to Ukraine,
inofficially of course – and not on behalf of the USA but by free will – and will take some short military
training with eighter Blackwater or related military industry & counseling organisation.

The deal is: He goes to Ukraine -> stays there for a max of 5 years. When he has confirmed bodycount
of 10 russian invader forces killed, his death sentence is gone/cancelled automatically – and turned
into life in prison. If bodycount is 15 Putinskis killed – sentence is reduced to 25 years in prison. And for
each additional erased russian invaders five additional years are dropped.

5 years are also dropped of course, for the 5 years the person stays in Ukraine, but that dropping can
of course only start when
death sentence is gone. The years he has already spent in prison are, of course, also counted and
dropped from the then left over sentence as well.

If there is a natural talent, who manages to get his sentence completely canceled and ends up with
zero years prison left before the 5 years are done, and still manages to wipe out more invaders, then,
from that point on, for every invader killed,
10.000 US dollars (or something around that sum) will be put into his account.

So with this scheme the US will have a steady flow, yes a real flood of highly motivated headhunters
eager to kill as much russian invaders as possible steadily coming into Ukraine. And people who are
sentenced to between 25 years to life in prison or even have the death sentence already on their head,
will likely fight like never before and will not be shy to take a ruski head to prove they killed that Putin
lad/trooper.

And also cross-border in Mexico with all the drug-cartels,
which are often anyway having secret contacts with the CIA, these organisations too have highly
motivated personal, killers as well as specialists in weapons, in ambush & kidnapping techniques, and
are professional in information-extracting methods etc. And are, of course, not shy about using some
extraordinary force in order to achieve their goals. There is an interesting website called
elblogdelnarco.com (see: https://bit.ly/3vMLphQ )where you can watch them at work.
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So also from these sources it is easily possible, to build some kind of inofficial private foreign legion, to
go to Ukraine.
As these organisations are more then willing getting their
men the best training and as much as possible combat expierence as possible, because when back
home it will give them an (often life-saving) advantage over their contrahent organisations. And also
having direct good contacts to Ukraine and Poland or Europe in a whole, plus US Blackwater and
government authorities might be of some advantage for those organisations and their businesses as
well.

So all in all it is clear – now that the fighter-instream is kicking in, and with the US now starting to clear
the way for
doing this not ‘lend-and-lease’ but ‘sign-and-(be)release(d)’ programm, starting flooding the Ukraine
with highly motivated fighters of which every single one is greedy to kill as much as possible russian
invaders, I am absolutely sure, Putin will have to rethink his invasion. What can he do against an at
least 85.000+ highly motivated personal coming from the US alone plus likely an additional 10-15
thousand specialists from Mexico? (And that will only be the first batch of up to 450.000 personal
arriving from that programm – as US prisons are full and enough inmates there more than willing to go
to Ukraine and kill some ruskies there in order to get their sentence lowered or even fully dropped +
they can earn big money for every invader they kill). You think the (at best) 12.000 fake-chechens,
these traitors of their own grandfathers, these traitors of their own religion (islam), which Putin might
have send to Ukraine so far, will be able to overcome the nonstop fighter-stream coming in from the
west ? You think they will hold ground in Ukraine against these sheer amount of highly motivated killers
?

I don t think so. Whatever, we will see. But all that said. Best thing would of course be, that Putin
retreats to at least the Donetzk and Lughansk regions, calls the UN security council and the rest is
solved peacefully. As otherwise he will get much more than just a bloody nose. And might very well
even kick loose World War 3, what is – and that’s what frightens me – likely what both sides (which are
in fact only one side – as on both sides sits the International Jewry behind the governments, ruling and
controlling the countries through their politician-puppets) want. They want maximum carnage and make
Ukraine the opener for worldwide confrontation (WW3), and chaos from which then they want to build
up their satanic jewish technocrat transhumanised World Dictatorship. See also. https://zero-
sum.org/ukraine-and-the-new-al-qaeda-by-whitney-webb/

And that the new ‘sign-and-(be)release(d)’-programm will only be the first phase of the already planned-
for much larger NATO counter-attack against the russian invaders in Ukraine, which will start within the
next months, should be more then clear to everyone here. And of course, we can be sure that the US
will have more dirty tricks, dirty bombs (neutron) and other ugly surprises ready for the Putinfreaks.
See for example:
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-05-02-usa-nato-gearing-up-for-counterattack-against-russian-
forces-in-july-or-august.html

We can of course also be sure that finally Schweden, Finland and Georgia will join EU and NATO, too.
Georgia will be weaponized to the fullest, and Kadyrovs murtadeen russian puppet colony will be
smashed by true chechen fighters from Islamic Emirate of Ichkeria, assisted by thousands of US
drones. Kadyrov will end his life in a gruesame way, eighter by rusty knife, or by US drones strike.
Russian puppet state there will implode. And Chechnya-conflict will spread to Ingushetia, Dagestan
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and widen quickly, finally engulfing all of southern russia, with then Turkey and Aserbaidshan also
taking more or less openly part in (on the NATO side of) the conflict .
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